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WOW SERIES SPONSORSHIP
CASE STUDY
Client: Merrill Lynch Private Wealth
Management

OBJECTIVES
AT A GLANCE
Challenges
Relatability to next-gen of
clients
Event programming that
resonates with current client
network
Prospecting

Pricing
$2,500
10% investment donated back
to WOW non-profit in our
network

Private Wealth Advisor from BofA Merrill Lynch Private Wealth
Management needed virtual event programming that engaged
their multi-generation clients and prospects from several
industries while proving they care about the social issues their
next-gen clients are interested in, but still relate to their current
female clients. They also needed a refresh in their event planning
and overcome "virtual" burnout.

SOLUTIONS
The WOW Series curates events that feature global female
thought leaders to discuss entrepreneurship, social impact,
representation, and sport & wellness and provide mentorship for
next-generation of aspiring social entrepreneurs.
The WOW Series customized its April 2021 What's Next? event to
meet the needs of Merrill Lynch PWM by curating a global panel
that featured a female banking specialist from their team. The
event topic of navigating and succeeding in the next chapter
related to their clients and prospects: from athletes to
entrepreneurs to women navigating a divorce or career
transition, while panelists also guided in how to stay aligned with
important social issues and advancing equality in the next
chapter.

BENEFITS
Strategic Event Progamming

“We really want this event to be
about the panelists and
discussion, not just placing our
logo on. This event is perfect for
our clients from all industries and
generations. To align with equality
and have conversations about
today's social issues help us relate
to our current clients and build
trust with prospects... it is really
exciting. ”

We prepare all pre - during - and post-event needs so all the sponsor
needs to do is show up. We create all the event materials, moderate
the panel, and prepare the panel questions in advance.

Interview with Panelist
We film an interview with the sponsor panelist that discusses their
personal story including their career challenges and advice for the
next-gen of changemakers..

Direct Connections to WOW Speakers
We connect the speakers directly before the event to build the
relationships among panelists and open the door to collaborations.

Private Wealth Advisor

Email Addresses of Attendees and Continued Connection

Merrill Lynch Private Wealth

We ensure the sponsor gets to build a relationship with our
community and stay connected.

Management

@the_wowseries

WOW SERIES EVENT CASE
STUDY
Current Feminist Figures Event

AT A GLANCE
Challenges
Women and BIPOC are leaving
corporate America to start their
own businesses
45% of Americans have a side
hustle
Lack of trust in corporate brands
and their D&I initatives

OBJECTIVES
With more women and professionals of color leaving the corporate
workforce than ever before, corporate leaders need to adapt to the new
way of work and upcoming generations to retain talent and trust.

SOLUTIONS
The WOW Series curates events that feature global female thought
leaders to host speakers and attendees from around the world to discuss
entrepreneurship, social impact, representation, and sport & wellness and
provide mentorship for the next-gen.
The WOW Series create an event with 50 guests from around the country
that provided a space for discussion and mentorship from entrepreneurs
and corporate leaders alike who are fighting for gender equality in their
work, balancing both an exceptional corporate career and outside or
connected entrepreneurial passions that advance social good.

BENEFITS
I haven't been to an event this
well-planned and executed
since Davos. It was an honor to
serve as a panelist.
Founder
The Feminist Institute

“It was such a valuable and important
event. Abby is an excellent moderator
and did such a great job leading the
speakers and the flow of the discussion.
And, the speakers were all great,
interesting and shared such meaningful
insight and advice. Such an impressive
event.”
Partner
Bernstein, Litowitz, Berger &
Grossmann LLP

Strategic Event Progamming
We thoughtfully curated a panel of women leaders of different cultures
and backgrounds from the above companies to speak to how to start
and maintain a purpose-driven side hustle and scale a corporate
career while sharing an insight into the D&I work of these global
corporations and advice for leadership on how to manage employees
that have outside passion projects. We handled all event materials,
moderated the panel, and prepared the panel questions in advance.

Interviews with Panelist
We filmed an interview with each panelist hosted on Youtube and
our Podcast that discusses their personal story, career challenges,
and advice for the next-gen of change-markers.

Direct Connections to WOW Speakers and Attendees
We connect the speakers directly before the event to build
relationships among panelists and host an exclusive mentorship
session between speakers and attendees during the event, providing
intimate connection and conversation. We also provide resources to
follow the speakers, guests, and share email addresses.

